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RSG, Meteorologics, 2006
Responsive sonic-scrim (airport installation). A component of
the Meteorologics project by Kenneth Lan, William Tan and Ting
Ting Zhang (sonic-scrim system designed by Ting Ting Zhang),
Responsive Systems|Appliance Architectures advanced research
design studio, Cornell University AAP.

Responsive
Systems|Appliance
Architectures

Branden Hookway and Chris Perry
introduce the Responsive Systems
Group (RSG), a newly formed design
research collective at Cornell
University’s School of Architecture,
Art, and Planning. Highly
interdisciplinary in nature, the work
here addresses questions of
collective intelligence at a number of
scales.  In terms of practice,
collaborative, group-based work is
emphasised, with both the students
as well as the instructors working in
teams of three (Perry and Hookway
are co-directors of the Responsive
Systems Group along with Ezra
Ardolino). The second scale
addresses the technologies and
methodologies of design itself,
exploring problems of ‘responsivity’
in the context of artificial intelligence
and the emerging fields of robotic
and sensory interaction design.
Finally, and by extension, the issue
of scale itself becomes a site of
inquiry as the RSG’s work focuses
less on ‘architecture’ and more on
‘design’, implicitly if not explicitly
loosening general notions of
disciplinarity as a means of revealing
new sites for mixture and innovation.



The Responsive Systems Group (RSG) defines itself through
design methodologies and research interests. Its primary
products are ‘scenarios’. In the Appliance Architectures
studio presented here, these are grouped as ‘analytic’ and
‘design’ scenarios, with research and design taking place
concurrently and synthesised in a final project. Research
interests focus on responsive systems, in which are found a
useful distinction from the concept of interactivity. If
‘interactive’ suggests a unidirectional relationship, with a
user performing tasks in an environment only flexible
within constraints, ‘responsive’ suggests mutual reaction
and exchange, with adjustments occurring continually on
both sides of the use equation. This is seen both as a
metaphor for working with digital technology, and as a
model for social relations. As such, the RSG’s interests
extend beyond the digital: the computer is viewed less as a
design tool to be mastered and more as a stage in the
evolution of the sociotechnics of information processing. 

This includes a wide range of developments – analogue
and digital, organisational and technological, cultural and
scientific, military and commercial, virtual and material. The
traces of this lineage, both in precedent and in speculative
projections into the future, actively implicate and determine
the ways in which computers are used in the present.
Instead of limiting architecture’s engagement with the
computer to the latest available design software – essentially
limiting the role of architects to the uncritical production of
form – the RSG chooses instead to see the computer as an
opportunity for architecture to find common ground with
other disciplines similarly concerned with problems of
design and organisation. 

Along with providing a venue to work with new
techniques of digital visualisation, fabrication, organisation
and design, the RSG’s aim is to contextualise this exploration
within architectural discourse while drawing new lines of
connection to relevant outside disciplines (such as the history
of technology, media theory and organisational theory). The
group sees this as a way of both extending the conceptual
range of architecture and finding new potential sites of
design intervention.

The RSG is inherently configured as a collaborative venture.
In the Responsive Systems|Appliance Architectures studio,
both the critics and the students are working in groups of
three, with team formation and negotiation considered
explicitly as a studio problem. This refers to team-based
approaches generally excluded from the architecture studio,
such as the professional office, academic research laboratory
and corporate think tank. In the formation of a collective
intelligence within the studio, the group finds resonance with
the studio research programme: the exploration of design
responsiveness (including appliance design, interaction design,
robotics, software and computer programming) as a means of
producing flexible and adaptable environments, capable of
adjusting to the variable and shifting needs, interests and
programmatic desires of designers and users alike. 

Appliance Architectures
The Responsive Systems|Appliance Architectures research
project locates architecture in the realm of circuitry, in
assemblages of collectors, servomechanisms and transistors
that absorb, process and redistribute matter, force and
information. Here, the environments of the interventions are
considered to be essentially active, comprised of moving parts,
temporal components, the proliferation of electronic and
digital equipment and interfaces, and the ebb and flow of
information in real time. Investigations are not limited to the
distribution of bodies (material, pedestrian, vehicular, and so
on) within the form and geometry of a static architecture, but
rather seek out behaviours of feedback and response, where
intervention transforms environments and is likewise
transformed in a continuous relationship. 

The project focuses on the design of systems: collections of
discrete parts that when correctly arranged form a complex or
organic unity. Such systems may range from those formally
developed in cybernetics, operations research and systems
theory, to the more informal systems that might be referred
to when ‘beating’ or ‘gaming the system’. With any systems,
design must take place simultaneously at the level of the
object or node, and at the level of the wiring, connection or
protocol. Thus, the studio takes the appliance, a discrete
object wired for connection in a larger system, as its
fundamental design unit.1 The spatial and organisational
qualities generated by assemblies of these objects and/or
infrastructures are referred to as ‘appliance architectures’. 

This conception of space, as it emerges from the
systematised deployment of equipment in networks, differs
essentially from the conception of architectural space as
delimited by enclosure or envelope. While the latter
conception of space has most often been exemplified since the
Modernists in notions of total design and Gesamtkunstwerk,
produced through clear top-down authorial control and
received by users as an all-encompassing experience, the
former conception is far harder to describe or pin down as a
controlled experience. While the system deployed in space
may be every bit as totalising as any architecture, or even
more so, and despite the fact that systems are primarily
means of control, we are perhaps still unused to the idea that
control may be augmented, not just diminished, through the
blurring, flattening and dispersal of control hierarchies. In
architecture we currently lack a vocabulary to describe the
spatial effects of systems deployed in space, either in aesthetic
or programmatic terms. The Appliance Architectures studio
finds in this disciplinary blind spot a rich zone of operation.

Systems Theory
‘Systems’ have again come into vogue in contemporary
architectural discourse, and nearly to the point of over-
saturation. This is not by coincidence. As the tools available to
architecture become more sophisticated, architects have
almost by necessity become more aware of systematisation in
the contemporary world: from globalisation to urbanism,
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The dreams of an intelligent and unfathomable
ocean drive the scientists studying it to insanity
and beyond. Andrei Tarkovsky’s Solaris (1972)
from the novel by Stanislaw Lem (1961).

Left: A second-generation ‘face robot’ designed and developed at the Hara Kobayashi Laboratory/Science
University of Tokyo expands the expressivity available to machine interfaces. Centre: Honda’s Asimo – yet
another attempt at machinic intelligence through sleight-of-hand anthropomorphism? Or a well-calibrated
marketing move combining real advances in robotic ambulation with voice and visual pattern recognition?
Right: ‘All is Full of Love’: Chris Cunningham’s music video for the Björk song incorporates robotic
systems originally developed for Stanley Kubrick’s unfinished film project A.I.

The AbioCor Replacement Heart integrates
biosensors, a flexible plastic simulating the
reflexivity of human flesh and hydraulic pumps to
model the complex rhythms of blood circulation.

From late-19th century typewriters and adding
machines to mid-20th-century information
management and telecommunications
technologies to present-day home offices,
equipment has continually driven the spatial and
organisational configuration of the office.

The Mars Rover’s  sophisticated sensing apparatus
allows it to make tactical decisions at local scales.

Time travel via VR rig: from Chris Marker’s La
Jetée (1962).

AI takes command: Dave interfaces with HAL in
Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968).

The Chicago offices of JFN Associates, using
Herman Miller’s Action Office systems furniture
(1964). The scale and configurability of component-
based interior systems offers precedents and
opportunities for responsive design.

Responsive Systems|Appliance Architectures Analytic Scenarios
The images in this sequence are a sampling of references that serve to provide a larger cultural and technological framework for the
general ambitions of the studio and, more specifically, the analytic research that was conducted by each of the three student teams.
Taken from a wide range of fictional as well as nonfictional sources, the images suggest design processes, user groups, material
logics and potential sites of intervention. From this general technocultural context, the studio began with the following problem: using
a selection of readings and films drawn from postwar science fiction and futurology as a launching point, identify a sci-fi appliance or
technology. Speculate upon one or more of the real-world sources the author may have extrapolated from in conceptualising this
technology. Through text, images and diagrams, document the sci-fi appliance along with its real-world counterparts. Keep in mind
the technological and cultural lineages leading up to the moment the particular appliance encapsulates, along with the potential
energies it directs to the future. Possible areas of documentation include: What does it do? How is it made? Are other technologies
necessary for it to function? Does it operate alone or in a network? Who are its users? Does its use require training? What kind of
interface does it have? And, does the use of this appliance or technology have organisational implications?
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from market forces to media culture, and from scientific
speculation to the development of new materials and
information technologies. In part, this confirms a basic
insight of media theory: the tools we use shape our
conceptualisation of the world. And if our tools and intuitions
suggest that we can address such complex problems, the
persistent question remains how.

Architecture has seen such times before. In the postwar era,
architecture was informed by several waves of systems thinking
– cybernetics in the 1950s and 1960s, pattern language and
design methods in the 1960s and 1970s – producing a diverse
collection of practices in response (Team X, Archigram, Gyorgy
Kepes, Reyner Banham and many others). These were
prefigured, in turn, by certain Modernist preoccupations (for
example, the Futurists and the Constructivists, the Bauhaus
and CIAM, Usonian planning and product streamlining, El
Lissitzsky and Moholy-Nagy). We keep in mind these past
responses of architectural discourse to technological change
and complexity, from reaching out to other disciplines to
enforcing disciplinary boundaries, and from formal innovations
to changing notions of design practice and criticism.

We keep in mind as well the dangers of unrestrained
technological enthusiasm. And yet, we feel that it is
particularly urgent now that architects address disciplines
outside their own, and particularly those concerned with
relevant technologies and organisational behaviours. As a
generalist discipline concerned with environments and spatial
organisation, whose duty it often is to work with other
specialist disciplines, architecture today looks forward to
many new opportunities if it can successfully embrace an
expanded field of operation. This likewise sets architecture in
a privileged position from which to reflect on contemporary
society, in that any claim to be critical needs to be deeply
informed of that which it seeks to criticise. 

Hacks or Consultants?
Philip Johnson once dismissed an early space-planning firm as
‘hacks’. When viewed against the ambitions of architecture in
the heroic mode, it is no wonder the space-planners appeared
banal: specialised, tied to the everyday business practices,
beholden to client concerns, caught up in figures and calculations
and, worst of all, uncommitted to a discourse whose aim was
to justify the free expression of the architect’s will to form. 

Appliances – any object or assembly of objects with
embedded intelligence, from kitchen appliances to systems
furniture to iPods – often appear inaccessible to the
generalist: they draw on multiple specialisations and often
require specialist training to fully understand. Their invention
can rarely be credited to a single authorial voice. More often
than not, the producers are teams of experts or consultants,
each addressing different aspects of the design problem. 

For the discipline of architecture, the spatial effect of
appliances is difficult to assess. Yet the influence of
equipment in determining spatial qualities is increasingly
difficult to deny. And so behind architecture’s dismissal of the

consultant might lie a certain suspicion: yes, the architect
loses something in terms of control in becoming a consultant.
But is there something to be gained? Or, even worse, is
something lost to architecture when it ignores the space-
making potential of appliances, or ‘Great Gizmos’ as Reyner
Banham had it? And might it require a certain disciplinary
humility, a willingness to engage other disciplines? Or even to
adapt the kind of synthetic three-dimensional thinking that
architects are so good at to a wider range of problems? 

There is a resonance between the problem of appliance
architectures and the role of computers in design. Much of the
formal exploration celebrated in contemporary architecture
would have been inconceivable without the computer, and it
is an open question who is leading whom, the designer or the
machine (yet another detraction from claims of authorial and
critical sovereignty). In addition, the virtuality and
temporality of computer environments stand in contrast to
the materiality and sited-ness and being-there of architecture.
Following William Gibson’s definition of cyberspace, ‘there’s
no there there’; the real action occurs virtually, it seems, in a
nowhere between routers and terminals. On the one hand,
this freedom from the material realm may be liberating; on
the other it brings with it its own dangers, as extensions of
vision always entail the production of blind spots. 

Site and Method
The methodology of the RSG is centred more on an
interdisciplinary conception of design than architecture per
se, taking advantage of the greater flexibility of the former
term to incorporate disciplinary expertise outside the
immediate vicinity of architecture (such as interaction design,
robotics, software design, product and interior design). To this
extent, the group understands architecture to be less about
building than about building systems. Typical scales of focus
might thus include reflexive and adaptable infrastructures for
interior or small-scale environments. At the scale of the
interior, this could be office, lobby and gallery landscaping
systems, including the secondary scales of furniture, ceiling
and partitioning systems, as well as lighting, sound and
temperature infrastructures. At the scale of the exterior, it
might include building skins, roofing landscapes and sidewalk
furniture systems. At either scale, the group avoids conceiving
of buildings as static or monumental, or of architects as
master builders or form-makers. Instead it is interested in
design systems that work a bit more like a software interface:
a flexible and adaptable infrastructure through which users
define their own individual and collective needs, potentials,
and desires, with design configured as a machine or appliance
for ongoing and unfolding userships and applications.

Scenarios
Walter Benjamin prefaces his seminal essay ‘The work of art
in the age of mechanical reproduction’2 with a revision of
Marxian terms of substructure and superstructure: where
Marx held that the economy was the substructure upon which
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Responsive Systems|Appliance Architectures
Design Scenarios
The images in this sequence provide a sampling of design work
from each phase of the studio’s research and were produced by
each of the three student teams: Kenneth Lan, William Tan and Ting
Ting Zhang; Brian Carli, Morgan Ng and Katie Vitale; and Michael
Curry, Roza Matreeva and Nicole McGuire. The design component
of the studio involved the generation of digital abstract appliances.
These responsive machines were built from the ground up using
simple kinematic units (active skeletal components capable of
basic motion behaviour) combined into larger assemblies. Working
in AliasWavefront Maya, inverse kinematics were used along with
expressions and scripts to model the potential behaviours of these
machines. In the design, development, testing and refinement of
the machines, suggestions for how to proceed were drawn from
the ongoing analytic research and the evolution of the machines
themselves. As such, the studio explored the generative or
inventive potential of working with active systems; while the
machines were configured by a designer, the numerous points of
adjustment and dynamic variables, along with the influence of the
software environment itself, ensured an element of unpredictability.
To this extent, the process of design became one of discovery
within an environment of continual testing and refinement, looking
inwards at the abstract behaviour of the machines and outwards at
the potential uses such machines could have in the world. The
relationship of the designer to the object or environment of design
was inherently responsive; each is bound up in a continual
feedback loop of information, influence and exchange.

A single component tracing a scanning path with its information flow diagram.

Diagram of user/system responsivity mapping various forms of dynamic
interface and engagement between the design environment and its user/s.

The range of motion in a single component.

Diagram of the collaborative process within one of the research teams.

The networked deployment of appliances in an airport responding to
programmatic demands including security, way-finding and communications.
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the superstructure of culture rested, Benjamin responds that
the ‘dialectic [of class struggle] is no less noticeable in the
superstructure than the economy’ and proceeds to argue the
inseparability of technology, economy, politics, media and
culture in modernity.

Without an ideological framework to help tease out the
strands of historic causation, we arrive upon the scenario.
Scenarios today are a widely used technology, from economic
outlooks to trend forecasting. The Cold War turned the
scenario into a fine art, with game theory as its language of
discourse. But the RSG’s favourite form of scenario-building
is science fiction. Even the appliances of science fiction are
miniscenarios in themselves, where the author has
extrapolated alternate future technologies from the existing.
Other scenarios address the organisation of scientific
endeavours, and even the potential dangers of misjudging
and applying scenarios. The group therefore hopes to learn
from science fiction’s facility to project ideas into the future,
and to trace connections between existing appliances from
the postwar era to the present to counterpoints drawn from
science-fiction milieus.

Its research thus follows two primary and parallel
trajectories: analytical scenarios (oriented towards technology
and human–machine relations including speculative/fictional
and historical/technical research), and inventive scenarios
(oriented towards design innovation through the development
of responsive machines using computational design software
and robotics technology). However, each of these
investigations can be enriched only when developed
simultaneously with the other. This is not to say that the RSG

does not appreciate the value of pure design invention
unfettered by critical concerns, and likewise that of research
unfettered by design considerations, but in separating the two
hopes to maximise the invention and production of ideas,
tools and strategies for their eventual synthesis – not a
synthesis of opposites, as in a Hegelian clash of
thesis/antithesis, but rather a coming together, enmeshing
and mutual enhancement of two systems to create a richer,
more complex set of relationships. 

Scenarios often have a way of turning out drastically
wrong. Yet, in the territory of scenario-based research, even
an interesting failure can be a success. Science-fiction author
Stanislaw Lem knew this well: in Solaris, the dreams of an
intelligent and unfathomable ocean drive the scientists who
mean to study it to the brink of insanity, while in The
Invincible, the would-be conquerors of a newly discovered
planet are roundly thwarted by a species of mechanised fly. In
short, the best-laid plans often go awry. 4

Notes
1. ‘…[I]t is in the very readymadeness and superficiality of these objects that we
may discover what is radical about them: each bears within itself an abstract
mechanism for producing political and social transformations at even the
minutest scales of existence.’ In our conception of appliances, we are indebted
to Brian Boigon and Sanford Kwinter’s 1990 studio brief developed at the
University of Toronto and subsequently published as ‘Manual for 5 Appliances in
the Alphabetical City: A Pedagogical Text’, in Assemblage 15, MIT, 1991.
2. Walter Benjamin, ‘The work of art in the age of mechanical reproduction’, in
Hannah Arendt (ed), Illuminations, Schocken (New York), 1969, p 217.
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Rendering of a responsive ceiling system, looking from below, and an exploded axonometric of the unit incorporating
directional sound and lighting as well as general scanning and tracking capabilities.


